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Fig 1: Proposed recommendation pipeline

01. The Cold-star t problem
Recommender  systems (RS's) are becoming increasingly impor tant f or  
many businesses as they can aid in the creation of  unique and 
personalised exper iences f or  every user . 

There are plenty of  new approaches to develop RS's. However , 
collaborative f ilter ing (CF) methods are some of  the most widely used 
and successf ul systems [1].

Despite the largescale successes of  CF models, they of ten suf f er  f rom 
complete cold star t (CCS) problems where no ratings records are 
available and incomplete cold star t (ICS) problems where only a small 
amount of  ratings are available [2].

02. Research questions 
This research f ocuses on the user  side of  the ICS and CCS. 

Main research question: 
Can the combined use of  user  demographic data
and a domain-aware similar ity measure solve the CCS and
ICS problems in collaborative f ilter ing based recommender
systems??

Sub research questions: 
- Strengths and limitations of  using user  demographic data to solve the 

cold-star t problem. 
- Strengths and limitations of  using domain aware similar ity measure to 

solve the cold-star t problem. 

03. Method
A reverse ablation study. First, a baseline model will be implemented. Then 
in an iterative f ashion the baseline will be augmented with var ious ideas and 
concepts which are designed to deal with the CCS and ICS problems. 

Research steps: 
- Create a baseline CF (BCF) recommender  system. 
- Create a demographic f ilter ing model (DCF) which incorporates the use of  

user  demographics to deal with the CCS problem [3].  
- Create a PIP collaborative f ilter ing model (PIPCF) which incorporates the 

use of  a domain-specif ic similar ity measure to deal with the ICS problem 
[4].

- Create a f inal model which deals with CCS and ICS by combining DCF and 
PIPCF models

05. Conclusion 
- Use of  demographic data shows greatly imporoved per f ormance 

under  CCS conditions.
- Use of  domain-aware simialr ity measure shows improved per f ormance 

under  ICS conditions 
- Use of  both demographic and domain-aware similar ity measure shows 

the best per f ormance f or  CCS and ICS conditions. 

06. Potential f uture work

- Use of  a content-based recommender  system as a subroutine to 
prevent scenar ios in which there are no other  users who have rated the 
same items as the test user . The subroute can be used to f ind users who 
have rated similar  items and not just users who have rated the exact 
same items.

- Dynamically scale the weights (w1 and w1) f or  the f inal DPIP-CF model 
based on how many items the test user  has reviewed. If  the test user  is 
"f resh" (i.e has every f ew reviews), w1 should be larger  then w1, else w1 
and w2 should have roughly the same weight. 
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Fig 2: performance comparison of various models using RMSE metric
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04. Results
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